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Adult GSD Training Essentials 

To be observed by everyone in the family 
1. YOUR state of mind: crucial! 

 With an adult dog too, most important is to be patient and calm! 

 Remember that your energy state transmits to your dog, because 

dogs are energy recipients (unlike cats who are energy donors) 

 Meaning, if you are say aggressive, your dog will soon be too! 

 If you are calm and behave well, your dog will soon do too 

 Adult dogs focus extensively on our own behavior, they learn 

much more from what we do than from what we say (command) 

 This is why I developed Behavior Training, to counterbalance the 

excessive Obedience Training that most dog owners/trainers apply 

 If you behavior-train your dog, you never need to shout, hit, or 

punish your dog in any way, and your dog will behave well even 

when you are not there - which is never achievable with 

obedience-trained dogs! 

2. Your acceptance as Pack leader: a) - e)! 

 Although you may have had your dog for a long time, what makes 

you sure that you are your dog's accepted Pack leader? And why is 

this still crucial when you have an adult dog? 

 Every day anew, to a dog you are either the accepted Pack leader 

or subordinate Pack member - all equality concepts are human 

 As long as you try to enforce your position as Pack leader 

(Obedience Training!), the dog will experience a conflict in the 

Pack 

 A Pack conflict creates stress, and stress leads to aggression! 

 Do you want an aggressive German Shepherd?? 

 Or do you want a calm, balanced, behavior-trained GSD? 

 Note that almost all dog behavior we perceive as problems (pulling 

on the leash, food aggression, excessive barking, whining, 

scratching, digging, chasing, or attention-seeking, jumping up on 

you or others, couch possession or territorial aggression, etc) 

results from acceptance problems in the Pack - which result from 

our own behavior, and which put enormous stress on the dog 

 Once you are the accepted Pack leader, all these problems will 

fade away, because then your dog wants to please you, and learns 

from your behavior what you don't like (and what you like) 

 You cannot command a dog to please you - but you can get a dog 

to want to please you (this is Behavior Training, using Tools to 

train your dog) 

 So, revisit the following crucial areas to establish Pack leadership: 

a) Feeding Routine 

 (Re-)introduce Gesture-Eating before your dog gets a meal 

 Only put down your dog's bowl when (s)he is calm 

 If not calm, defer the meal and start again 15 - 30 min later 

 If at the 2
nd

 attempt of Gesture-Eating your dog is still not calm, 

cancel that meal altogether 

 This is okay even if your dog gets just one meal a day - still, do 

serve at least two meals a day, at fixed meal times! 

 If your dog goes away from any food (meal or treat), immediately  

take it away and cancel that meal (that's okay, no worries!) 

 Do worry about too little water intake, always have two bowls of 

water filled (one next to the crate, one close to the eat-slow bowl) 

b) Rewards 

 The more Behavior Training you use, the less Rewards you need 

 Food treats you don't need at all(!), but if you want try Greenies 

 Reward your dog in a way that benefits the Recall: 

o Only reward your dog for behavior you desire 

o When you call your dog to you, you must have a great Reward! 

o When you want to do sth your dog may not like, you must  

walk to your dog! 

o Randomize the Reward Types and the Rewards you give 

o Give Rewards appropriate to the behavioral achievement 

 With an adult dog, focus on Real-Life Rewards (an action your dog 

enjoys), but with a senior dog ( ~9ys) focus more on Affection 

c) Ignoring 

 Even with an adult GSD, our Feeding Routine will not be enough 

to become (or remain) the accepted Pack leader 

 In addition, you must ignore attention-seeking - unless your dog 

might be ill or in pain, thirsty or hungry, or needs to relieve 

 If your dog isn't used to being ignored the right way, it will be 

hardest for your dog if you introduce this now, so be gentle 

 Gently move away your dog, ideally with the outside of your arm 

(alternatively the back of your hand), in a calm movement 

 Do not look at, speak to, or otherwise touch your dog while doing 

so (the more apathetic the better!) 

 With a senior dog, Pack conflicts (in the dog's view!) become less 

likely, so you can now give attention when your dog seeks it 

d) Behavior Modification 

 With an adult dog, most of your Obedience Training should be 

finished, so focus on Behavior Training 

 By now Isolation should be rarely needed - if you isolate, do it the 

same way as with a puppy, just longer (10-20 min, or until calm) 

 If you need, use the Collar Freeze or SSCD 

e) Collar & Leash 

 To (re-)establish yourself as accepted Pack leader, you may 

further need elements of Leash Training 

 Practice SSCD, on-leash heeling, off-leash heeling, and the Recall 

 Only leave the house for a dog walk when your dog is calm, 

matches your movements, and stays behind you already indoors! 

 Use the long line, or entirely unleash your dog, to give an adult(!) 

GSD as much freedom as a herding dog(!) needs 

 Make a demonstrative difference between outdoor behavior and 

indoor behavior 

 Can you  

spot the 

differences? 
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Adult GSD Training Essentials 

To be observed by everyone in the family 
3. The right Adult Dog Training approach 

 Basic adult dog training 

 Basic adult dog training is all your daily Behavior Training indoors 

and outdoors, it does not need dedicated training sessions, and no 

commands, but you must be the accepted Pack leader 

 Advanced adult dog training 

 Advanced adult dog training is training 'tricks' 

 Many tricks can be taught by simply motivating your dog to imitate 

your behavior 

 Other tricks can be taught by using advanced Clicker Training 

 This should be done in dedicated training sessions - try not to 

exceed 14 training sessions per day of 10 to 15 min each, ideally 

just before your fixed meal times 

 Do include your senior dog in the family action, incl. training tricks 

(you can teach an old dog new tricks, forget the gossip!) 

 Immediately stop all training:  

o when you notice you get stressed, or  

o when your dog loses attention, or  

o when your dog appears confused, or 

o when your dog gets too exhausted 

 In addition, provide at least 2 - 3 hours of varied Activity training 

per day (intense exercise) - except for a senior GSD 

 Do not exercise your GSD in midday sun or when generally hot! 

 Food treats 

 If your adult dog is used to getting Food treats, you must reduce 

them slowly (but do reduce them for health and behavior reasons) 

 Training Commands 

 All training commands must be clear, concise, and consistent 

 Ensure that everyone in the family uses the same command to 

achieve the same behavior from your dog - write them down 

 Prioritize visual cues over vocal commands 

 Beware of acting like a despot, be the accepted Pack leader! 

 You now have an adult dog(!) - so treat your dog like an adult, 

don't command much, prioritize your Behavior Training 

 Note that if human, an adult GSD would be a business manager: 

GSDs were bred to control a hundred or more individuals (sheep), 

so they can do things we can't - thus give your dog freedom! 

 As long as you do that, there is no limit as to the amount and 

complexity of behavior, tricks, and commands you can teach your 

GSD - just be patient and calm! 

 Fun 

 All training should be FUN, both for you and your dog 

 So, always observe the 'Stop' rules above! 

 Always 'leave on a high', so that your dog is eager next time 

 If you cannot provide a FUN environment to your dog each and 

every time, leave the training to another family member 

 This will improve your relationship with your dog! 

 Training repetition 

 Do not rush your dog training, despite the temptation 

 Practice one behavior, trick, or command, with the breaks 

mentioned above, but if your dog doesn't show your desired 

behavior within 3 - 4 attempts, cancel the training, and then start 

again with prior commands so that your dog won't get frustrated! 

 Always consider that an adult GSD sees training much less as 

playtime, but feels much more desire to please you (if you are the 

accepted Pack leader), or to ignore you (if you aren't) 

 So when your dog shows your desired behavior, reward well! 

 And when (s)he doesn't, hold no grudge - do sth else! 

 Continue practicing the same command but now introduce 

distractions (increase distance, change situation/environment,...) 

 Get the desired behavior 5 - 6 times before you move on 

 Every 2
nd

 day, practice prior behavior, tricks, or commands 

 Ensure that your dog understands that each visual/vocal cue you 

give has the same meaning regardless of situation or environment 

 Ensure that your dog does not confuse your expected behavior on 

a new cue with that on a prior cue 

 Be accepted Pack leader, not Commander 

 Treat your dog as an adult, just act like a Pack leader 

 The less commands you give, the more impact they have! 

 Primarily use dog language, ie body language, not your voice 

4. Relationship building 

 1, 2, and 3 above - including all the detailed points within - are  

the building blocks for the right relationship with your dog for life! 

ENJOY your dog! 

Tim Carter - Founder MYGERMANSHEPHERD.ORG 

 

 

Some links lead to pages on our site. The links to remedies and books 

for our international members follow in summary: 

Dog Training Toolkit       

Complete House Training Guide       

Spill-proof dog drinking bowl       

Eat-Slow Bowl       

Greenies       

Leash Training Guide       

Feather-light but strong long line       

101 Dog Tricks       

Canine Body Language Photo Guide       

Clicker Training Master Class  

See and hear all dog training live while you train your dog 

 Can you  

spot the 

differences? 
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